t r a c t
Delayed recall at the primacy position (first few items on a list) has been shown to predict cognitive decline in cognitively intact elderly participants, with poorer delayed primacy performance associated with more pronounced generalized cognitive decline during follow-up. We have previously suggested that this association is due to delayed primacy performance indexing memory consolidation, which in turn is thought to depend upon hippocampal function. Here, we test the hypothesis that hippocampal size is associated with delayed primacy performance in cognitively intact elderly individuals.
Data were analyzed from a group (N¼ 81) of cognitively intact participants, aged 60 or above. Serial position performance was measured with the Buschke selective reminding test (BSRT). Hippocampal size was automatically measured via MRI, and unbiased voxel-based analyses were also conducted to explore further regional specificity of memory performance. We conducted regression analyses of hippocampus volumes on serial position performance; other predictors included age, family history of Alzheimer's disease (AD), APOE ε4 status, education, and total intracranial volume.
Our results collectively suggest that there is a preferential association between hippocampal volume and delayed primacy performance. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that delayed primacy consolidation is associated with hippocampal size, and shed light on the relationship between delayed primacy performance and generalized cognitive decline in cognitively intact individuals, suggesting that delayed primacy consolidation may serve as a sensitive marker of hippocampal health in these individuals.
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Introduction
A decline in episodic memory performance is an early key symptom in Alzheimer's disease (AD) and is considered critical for the prediction of the disease (e.g., McKhann et al., 2011; Sperling et al., 2011) , especially when memory is tested after a delay (Gomar et al., 2011 ). Recently, Bruno et al. (2013 have shown that a detailed analysis of serial position performance in delayed recall tests is more sensitive to the prediction of subsequent cognitive decline in healthy elderly subjects compared to total delayed recall performance. Serial position refers to the pattern in free recall whereby early-list items (primacy) and late-list items (recency) are remembered better than items learned in the middle (Murdock, 1962; Glanzer, 1972) . Bruno et al. (2013) , using a verbal memory task, tested a group of cognitively intact individuals over a span of up to seven years and showed that delayed recall at the primacy position was a better predictor of generalized cognitive decline than total memory performance, or performance anywhere else on the list (e.g., recency). Poorer delayed primacy recall was associated with greater subsequent decline. Bruno et al. (2013) 
